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Abuse History to Control the Present 

 

How our kids are being taught history has become a big controversy these days. The 

liberal ideology contorts present day beliefs by “changing or ignoring” history itself. Their abuse 

of history is intentional and designed to control the present. 

It is being called “presentism”, which means judging everyone in the past by the 

standards of the present. It’s the belief that people who lived 100 or 500 or 1,000 years ago really 

should have known better, which is so stupid. It’s like getting mad at yourself for not knowing 

what you know now when you were ten. 

 

Slaves and Racism. 

Did Columbus commit atrocities? Of course. But people back then were generally 

atrocious. Everybody who could afford one had a slave, including people of color. The way 

people talk about slavery these days, you’d think it was a uniquely American thing that we 

invented in 1619. But slavery throughout history has been the rule, not the exception: the 

Sumerians, the Egyptians, the Greeks, the Romans, the Arabs, the British, the early Americans.  

Who do you think gathered the slaves from the interior of Africa to sell to slave traders? 

Black Africans, who also kept their own slaves? Black Africans.  

 

 

Were all Slaves Black? 

 Not even in a million years. Slaves were the vanquished and loses of wars. Prize of the 

victors. Color had nothing to do with it. Yet the liberals equate slaves with black and black with 

racism. Neither is true. Racism has nothing to do with color, its attitude.  
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 Martha’s Village is a stark example. Rich white liberals have no problem with “brown 

skins” cutting their lawns, cleaning their garbage or even cooking their food. Yet offer them 

assistance, give them comfort and food or even let them live in their same space, hell no!  

 Martha’s Village called in 45 National Guards to remove 50 “brown skins” off their 

island. Were the MVers racist against their skin color? Maybe not.  But they were afraid of the 

lower class entering their gated communities.  Send them to a military base where they will be in 

more comfortable surroundings. 

 White liberals are “brown skin” racist who have used, and continue to use, them to their 

own advantage, just like a slave owner of old.  Since when did Caucasians get separated into 

color categories?  How are Latinos with blue eyes and blond hair different than those with 

golden brown eyes and dark hair?  How about our Italian or Arab friends?  White liberals are 

racist.  They feed the propaganda mill that these people are different and need to be “classified” 

like a laboratory subject. 

 

Brown slaves do not exist in the United States.  Nor are there black slaves.  There are poor black, 

brown and white people who struggle to live in harsh environments.  They are slaves per se to 

our governments.  I refer the reader to the Native American reservations and their trials.  Once 

our government gets its social-engineering hooks into people they become slaves.  The 

government waves money in their faces and the people become knee-bending adherents to the 

masters in ornate buildings.  They cannot vote themselves out of the muck for fear that will not 

get their monthly stipend. 

 

    Our Real Slave History 

 

 This is our history.  Our elected government abolished slavery and set the plantation slaves free 

150 years ago.  Then in the 1930s the USA established the Welfare State and once again slavery 

was reestablished.  The Welfare State has expanded each decade since then as the result is 

financial dependency on government – slaves without whips and chains.  But slaves just the 
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same.  Food stamps, housing, medical, education all provided with the provision that they remain 

docile and not attempt to escape. 

 

The biggest racist in our country is our government.  They thwart every attempt to free the 

financial slave.  They particularly fight against school choice.  They know that is the escape to 

freedom.  The plantation owners in the past prevented slaved from learning to read and write.  

They knew knowledge was dangerous to the master.  Education leads to freedom.  The liberal 

white teachers union needs to control the message to the children of the slaves, else they will 

learn how to flee their bonds.  The slaves will also learn that they can vote to free themselves. 
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